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Learn To ReM the Greek New Testament. Ward Powers. Third edition; Grand Rapids: 
EerdmanBlSydney: AnzealExeter: Paternoster, 1982, 336 pp., $19.95. 

It is sometimes said that almost every teacher of elementary Greek dreams of writing 
his or her own introductory textbook, and that is why there are so many of them around. 
This fresh entry is one of the better ones. Its slant is its attempt to teach Greek by relying 
on principles that arise out of modern linguistics and (so far as practicable) the habits of 
language acquisition we all used in learning to speak our mother tongue. The books that 
have adopted this approach so far have been guilty of spending too much time on linguistics 
and not enough on Greek. This one avoids that trap (though the appendices, designed to be 
used primarily at the intermediate level, are studded with a fair bit of linguistics terminol
ogy not learned by most former generations of students-e.g., "lexals," "a1lomorphs" and 
"morph slots," all carefully defined). 

The Powers method (as the book rather self-eonsciously calls it) means that the author 
tries to bring the student to rapid understanding of a certain "framework" of Greek, using 
examples from the Greek NT, while avoiding undue emphasis on rote learning. The student 
then proceeds immediately to the next "frsmework." Powers' aim is to introduce the stu· 
dent to the entire "framework" of NT Greek as quickly as possible, and then to go back and 
flesh it out with systematic learning of paradigms and the like at the "intermediate" level 
(which in this book is sketched in as lessons that bring together the appendices, readings 
from the Greek NT, and the systematic study of Zerwick'sBiblica.l Greek). 

The book is clearly printed and well laid out, but I confess that I still have some reserva· 
tions. In my experience almost any method of teaching Greek-from rather classical meth
ods to programed instruction on a computer-works well provided the teacher is enthusias
tic and competent, and each method seems to work better with some students than with 
others. Powers intends this book to be either a classroom text (he includes 24 pages of 
"Basic Principles for Teachers Using This Book")or as a "teach yourself' book, and doubt
less the latter accounts in part for the work's persistent verbosity. 

The fundamental questions of approach are difficult to assess. Powers himself reoog
nizes that learning to read a dead language cannot be exactly like learning one's mother 
tongue, but the obvious discontinuities between the two raise questions in my mind about 
the wisdom of Powers' "framework" approach. He covers the entire "framework" in only 
nine lessons. But this means that lesson 2, for instance, has nine subsections as follows: The 
Greek Sentence; Forms for Noun, Pronoun and Adjective; The Article; Paradigms of the 
Article and Second Declension; Inflections of Adjectives and Pronouns; Prepositions; The 
Verb; Paradigm or the Present Indicative Active; Word Order. No teacher of Greek tries to 
teach all there is to know about, say, prepositions the first time around, but there is at least 
something to be said for going a shade more slowly and learning the material a little more 
thoroughly at each step, since the adult mind learning a dead language can integrate and 
grasp paradigms that an infant learning a live language must pick up over a much longer 
period of time by observation and repetition. Moreover the "intermediate" level includes a 
great deal of work normally learned at the elementary leveL Zerwick's text is of course 
competent, but it is in some respects an eclectic volume that cannot be compared, so far as 
comprehensiveness is concerned, with, say, Brooks and Winbery, much of whose "interme
diate" material would be excluded by the Powers method. 

Powers telts us that after comparing more traditional methods and his own approach in 
the crucible of the classroom he judges that the latter produces better results: better reten
tion, understanding, enthusiasm and so forth. Of course that is not a scientific sample: The 
better results may spring in part from his own enthusiasm for his approach. My equally 
subjective assessment is that I have gained better results than I formerly did by reverting 
to even more archaic methods. Although I introduce some linguistics material as I go along 
and bring in examples from the Greek NT as soon as possible, I require not only an early 
and consistent amount of memory work (complete with class drills and chants) but also 
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Greek composition and extensive translation of English into Greek. Hard work of this sort 
does wonders not only for an understanding of the language but for retention. The chief 
difficulty of course is that it is not geared for a "teach yourself' setting (especially Greek 
composition). 

This is not to depredate Powers' fine volume. He has come as close as anyone to con· 
vincing me to tack in a different direction. In classroom work, however, the quality of the 
teacher is more determinative of results than the quality of the text. And as for private 
IItudy, only time will tell if this work introduces more students to the thoughtful reading of 
the Greek NT than, say, Wenham'sElements or Machen'sNew Testament Greek. 

D.A.Carson 

Go8pel Perspectitre8lII: Studies in Mid7'a8h and Hi8torWgro.phy. Edited by R. T. France 
and David Wenham. Sheffield: JSOT, 1983, 299 pp., £5.95. 

This is the third volume of studies on the nature of history and tradition in the gospels 
carried out within the framework of the Tyndale House Gospels Research Project (cf. reo 
views ofvols. 1 and 2 by E. J. Epp in JBL 99 [1980] 652; 102 (1983)177). The present effort 
addresses the question of whether the Jesus movement and the ensuing gospel genre has 
significant parallels (as is often claimed) with Jewish or Hellenistic literary genres-i.e., 
how much relevance do Jewish "midrash" or "midrashic" techniques and historiography 
have for the narrative work of the evangelists! 

Bruce Chilton, "Varieties and Tendencies of Midrash: Rabbinic Interpretation of Isaiah 
24,23" (9-31), demonstrates the considerable variety of midrash on this text, along with the 
preservation of a basic eschatological understanding. Rabbinic interpretation tended 00 
express not only some theological exposition of a given text but also a current message 
from God to the community. However, one can not jump from this background, e.g., to 
conclude that the transfiguration narrative is a " midrash" on Exodus 24. Rather an evan· 
gelist's allusion to OT texts is not properly midrash but perhaps a midrashic style of 
narration. 

Richard Bauckham, "The Liber A ntiquitatum Biblicarum of Pseudo-Philo and the Gos· 
pels as 'Midrash'" (33·76), argues that Jewish exegesis in the NT period may have some 
relevance for an evangelist's redaction of written sources but that the use of the Jesus 
material involves more linkage of independent pericopae than creative building in the style 
of midrashic development. Similarly Bauckham is cautious about drawing analogies be· 
tween the evangelists' narration of Jesus' teaching and the freedom exhibited by Pseudo
Philo with speech material. Recent memory of and interest in the historical Jesus as an 
authoritative figure would contravene the normal historiographical habits concerning in· 
venting contexts and discourse for literary characters; cf. also the call for fresh consider· 
ations on this point by W. C. van Unnik, "Luke's Second Book and the Rules of Hellenistic 
Hisooriography," La Actes des Apbtres: Traditions, rM.action., theologie (ed. J. Kremer; 
BETL 48; Louvain, 1979) 59. 

With the use of only four footnotes, F. F. Bruce, "Biblical Exposition at Qumran" (77· 
98), masterfully argues that a point of resemblance exists between OT exegesis in Qumran 
texts and that found in the NT insofar as both read the OT in light of a new situation. The 
Qumranians and the primitive Church recognize an age of fulfillment. Eschatology at 
Qumran envisioned a prophet, a priest and a king; the NT writers saw these roles coincid· 
ing in Jesus. It is doubtful that the speculation concerning intennediary figures at Qumran, 
which was typical of a dynamic creative process in intertestamentai Judaism, supports the 
view that the evangelists freely created the Jesus material or perceived Jesus as just an· 
other such figure. Rather the historical facts about Jesus motivated a sober yet Christologi· 
cally distinctive approach to the OT. 

Leon Morris, "The Gospels and Jewish Lectionaries" (129·156), raises a convincing 
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